
Job Description
Call Centre Supervisor (Relief)

Primary tasks 

Define the specific primary tasks to do
1. Ensure all contractual requirements in terms of KPI’s are met on a 

daily basis
2. Ensure all crews are utilized in the best possible 
3. Ensure optimal cooperation with Planning, Fleet and operations 

(dispatch)
4. Ensure contact is consistent with Site Managers and Station Managers 

to be able to ensure that all crews are actively deployed whilst on site 
at the hospital or station

5. Ensure cleric housekeeping is managed daily 
6. Call audits and booking audits to be managed locally
7. Ensure the call centre is managed and delivering the contractual KPIs

Performance Indicators

Competences

Define the key performance indicators and specific targets in 
the role
1. Service level agreements, quality measures and other 

KPI in the contracts
2. Utilization of vehicles and staff across the contracts
3. Call Centre KPI 
4. Effective management of call centre

Main references + relations

Define main relations to succeed in the role
1. Patients
2. Dispatchers & Call Handlers
3. Control Room Manager / Head of 

Dispatch
4. Site Managers & Ops Manager
5. Crews
6. Planning

Refers to : Control Room Manager / 
Dispatch Supervisor

Responsibilities

Define main responsibilities in the role
1. Ensure that Service Level Agreements, 

Compliance, quality measures and 
other KPI´s in all contracts are meet

2. Provide cover for dispatch when 
required (24/7  7day requirement)

3. Ensure eligibility criteria is managed 
locally and all other contractual 
requirements are adhered to 

4. Ensure crews are deployed and active 
on work at all times (when in dispatch)

5. Be responsible for the smooth rnning 
of the call centre 

Define the most important competences in the role 
(personal, leadership, business, expertise)
1. Customer Service
2. Aptitude to adapt to new operational values
3. Attention to detail
4. Strong financial skills
5. Strong Analytical Skills
6. Knowledge of all current contractual arrangements
7. Understanding of the business and operation
8. Be able to adapt and learn new systems
9. Experience in supervisor/manager role
10. Ability to work solo and as part of a team
11. Able to demonstrate good judgement in certain 

situations
12. Excellent communication skills required

Define specific strategic projects to develop, execute and implement
1. Ensure you embrace and implement the new way of dispatching, 

ensuring that all KPI’s are met across  contracts
2. Ensure the call centre is achieving the relevant KPI performance
3. Ensure the system is updated correctly and all meal breaks and 

downtime is effectively managed (dispatch)

Strategic projects

Information

Name: xxx
Title: Dispatcher/Call Centre TL (Relief)
Location: Atcham, Shropshire

Define what are the most critical factors in order to succeed in the role 
(competence, expertise)
1. Cultural and operational change to be evident at  all levels – one MSL 

Falck
2. Improved utillisation of staff and vehicles through the sharing  of 

resources across all contracts
3. Efficient use of all staff ensuing they are fully active at all times

Critical Success Factors
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